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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis work was to provide soft
ware in Fortran programming language that will read, print
and process data contained on Landsat computer compatible
tapes. The programming was done on the Xerox Sigma 9 com
puter at the Rochester Institute of Technology. The
processing involved reading and re-registering fractions of
files and performing simple numeric operations on the digital
spectral radiance values of individual picture elements.
The result was a fraction of a Landsat scene containing
pixels that are classified as vegetation, water, mixed ele
ments or invariant features.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most widely used applications of remote
sensing is the process of obtaining useful information
about the Earth from space. The Landsat series of Earth
Resources Technology Satellites provide us with the bulk
of such information, such as weather conditions, crop
forecasting, and pollution control, in the form of digital
radiance values recorded on magnetic tape. Landsat sat
ellites orbit the Earth at an approximate altitude of 900 km.,
and consequently, the daily changes in atmospheric conditions
result in measureable changes in the recorded apparent
spectral reflectance values in images of the same geograph
ic area. Since Landsat provides a large amount of the
Earths'
satellite information, it is necessary to have the ability
to subtract from the image data the changes in recorded
reflectance caused by the scattering and absorption of
energy in the atmosphere. By doing this, Landsat images that
were recorded on different days, under different atmospheric
conditions may be compared, and changes in specific ground
features may be evaluated without any visual compensation
for atmospheric effects.
To find a transformation function that may be used to
"normalize"
Landsat imagery, a scene must be produced
that contains only picture elements (pixels) that are invar
iant with time (i.e. concrete forms, buildings, stones, etc.).
It would be very difficult to locate an entire Landsat image
that contains only these features. Scenes taken over urban
areas will have a high percentage of invariant elements,
but each image covers approximately 185 square kilometers, and
consequently, it will also contain pixels that are primarily
variant (water, soil, vegetation, etc.). When examining
variant features in an image it is difficult to discern if a
change in spectral reflectance is caused by a physical
change in the object, of or it is the result of a deterior
ation of the signal caused by the atmosphere. For this
reason, only those features that are non-changing with time
may be used as standards to develop the proper normalizing
function .
The purpose of this thesis work was to generate a
fraction of a Landsat scene that is comprised primarily of
pseudo invariant features (PIF) . The term
"pseudo"
is
used because one can not be absolutely sure that an element
will not change over a period of time. Using images contain
ing PIFs, a spectral standard for an image may be developed,
and this standard may then be compared to another image
which contains similar PIFs. The change required to trans
form the spectral radiance distribution of the second image
to the first is the necessary normalizing function. After
a transformation has been developed, this function could
be applied to entire Landsat scenes, (including elements
that are time variant), and the actual physical changes of
such features could be determined. The purpose of this study
wss to take the initial steps toward development of a PIF
from one scene.
Recently, Rochester Institute of Technology added a
Remote Sensing program to their Photographic Science and
Instrumentation curriculum. To process the data associated
with this program, R.I.T. acquired an IBM System/7 computer.
This thesis involved 3 basic steps:
1 . The writing of software in Fortran programming
language which would read and print the digital
reflectance values contained on a Landsat computer
compatible tape (CCT).
2. Processing the data which had been stored on a file
on Sigma 9 .
3. Producing a fraction of an original Landsat scene
comprised only of pseudo invariant features.
The software was written in Fortran because when the
System/7 is eventually in running order, it will have at a
minimum, the ability to recognize Fortran, and the programs
produced by this work could then be used on the System/7.
The processing of the data involved both reading and printing
of a fraction of a file and filtering the data using basic
mathematical techniques (see Figure 1). The filtration of
the data produced the third objective, the PIF. The PIF
was the result of software that can recognize the features
that are time variant and reject them. (Although the ability
to generate a PIF could easily be implemented on other
systems, it was necessary to develop such programs on the
hardware present ar R.I.T.).







DEFINE A FRACTION OF
A FILE (WINDOW) AND
PRINT
ANALYZE DATA BY PERFORMING
NUMERIC OPERATIONS
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The Landsat tapes are generated by a 4 band scanner








Each of these bands is scanned by 6 detectors. The
resulting output from each of these detectors is encoded
and transmitted to the NASA data processing facility which
calibrates the raw data and converts ii to a useable binary
form on a 1600 BPI computer compatible tape (CCT). A
Landsat image consists of 2340 scan lines, each line consist-
inf of 3296 bytes (pixels) of information in the form of
digital radiance levels. Figure 2 illustrates the format
of the Landsat image. Each scene is divided into quarters
(running north-south), producing 46.25 x 185 km. ground area
coverage per division, and these quarters are written sequenti
ally onto the tape. The orientation is such that the first
scan line on the north end of the second quarter is immed











Format of Landsat image
The format of the CCT is as follows: ID record, annotation
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Format of the CCT
The ID record if 40 bytes long and is a combination of
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Frrmoi of the ID record
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Scene Frame ID - days, hours, minutes, and tens of seconds
since launch
CCT^Sequence Number- sequence numbers, distinguishing
the tapes in sets of 4
Data Record Length - length of scan line, and calibration
data
Binary Frame ID - binary representation of scene frame
ID
IAT ID - (Image annotation tape ID) identifies the anno
tation used in making the CCT
MSS Data Mode/Correction Code - Digital code indicating
data characteristics (decompression, calibration, and
line length adjustment)^
The annotation record is in readable format and is 624
bytes long. This record also provides binary and EBCDIC in
formation about sun elevation and angle, latitude and long
itude, and nadir and format center. The first 144 characters
of the annotation block ( ? 16-bit words) cover the above in
formation, and the next 480 characters describe the tick
marks on the image that define latitude and longitude.
Both the ID record and the annotation record occur once
per scene; at the beginning of the tape, before the first
line of radiance data. The software has been written to in
clude reading the first 664 bytes (the above 2 records) of
data into a dummy buffer if the file to be processed includes
the beginning of the tape. The information in both the ID
record and the annotation record may be read by executing the
"Copy"
command located in Appendix A.
The next record on the tape is the data record, which
is made up of 8 bit groups. The data in each bit represents
a radiance level in the image. Zero corresponds to black and
128 represents white for bands 4,5, and 6. In band 7 the
range is decreased to 0 to 63. To compensate for this dif
ference, the data in band 7 was multiplied by 2 as it was
read into the buffer.
The objectives of the work were:
1. Read 100 lines of data from the Landsat tape
into a file on Sigma 9.
2. Define a 32x32 byte fraction of the file and
print it at the terminal.
3. Perform simple numeric operations (ratioing of
digital counts) on the data.
4. Isolate pixels in a window that are
multitempo-
ral, and reject them.
To accomplish these objectives, the first step was to
read the first 100 scan lines from the tape to a file on
Sigma 9. Only 100 lines could be read at a time, because
reading any more than
that would exceed the granule alloca
tion of the computer account. To use Sigma 9's standard
Fortran program to access 9 track magnetic tapes from the
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tapedrive, it is necessary to know the names of the start
and stop positions. By acquiring a print out of the first
30 records on the tape directly from the computer operator,
it was found that each quarter scan line is keyed by a
"record #", which is an integer value ranging from 1 (first
line) to 9360. It proved to be difficult to read the data
from the tape, because Sigma 9 would not recognize these
record numbers as valid file names in the program. It was
found that the system would read a specific number of records,
but it was difficult to jump to a specific record number.
Consequently, the method devised to read records that are not
at the beginning of the tape involved sequentially stepping
through the records by copying 100 records to a file, del
eting the file, copying the next 100 records to the same file,
deleting the file, etc. For example, the program to read the
tape is as follows:
C FT#0GLS( 1-100) TO LAND1
D LAND1
C FT#0GLS( 1-100) TO LAND1
D LAND1
Number of cycles needed to position the
pointer at the beginning of the window
C FT#0GLS( 1-100) TO LAND1
An example of the entire program to read the tape is
in Appendix A.
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After the 100 lines of data were in a file on Sigma '9,
the records had to be deblocked. When processing data files,
Sigma 9 will read only the first 132 bytes of each record.
Since each scan line constitutes a record on the tape, each
record had to be deblocked into 32 103-byte records to elim
inate the problem of
"losing"
the last 3164 bytes of each
line of data during processing. The deblocking program is
a simple 5 line program that must be performed on each file
after it has been read from the tape, and only needs to be




Before any numerical analysis of the data could be per
formed, the radiance values, which are printed in hexadec
imal by the computer, were converted to decimal values.
Decimal values would provide a faster visual comparison of
the print-outs of the data and they also would make the
programming for the cut-off points and ratioing easier.
The hexadecimal numbering system includes the alphanumeric
characters A,B,C,D,E, and F, which makes a quick compre
hension of the data difficult if the data is left in its
original form. A "DO
loop"
incorporated in the programs
converted the data as each scan line was read. This is shown
in the
WIND-
program in Appendix B.
At this point, the first 3 steps in Figure 1 had been
completed. The data had been read into a file, deblocked
and a hexadecimal to decimal conversion had been developed.
L\2
The next step was to define a fraction of a Landsat image
and print it in 4, 100 x 100 byte arrays. 100 x 100 pixels
is approximately 8 square kilometers ground coverage in the
image, and was chosen because it contained a great deal of
digital information, yet it was still physically easy to
manipulate in the computer output.
To correlate the position of the geographic area on the
image to the position on the tape, the grid in Appendix C was





is incremented in 100 scan lines (y direction) by 100 pixels
(x direction). Both the number of records to read past on
the tape(y) and the x coordinates of the specific window may
be obtained from this grid. The grid divides the image
into four quadrants by vertical lines running north-south
and each quadrant is divided into 22% sections (approximately
100 lines/section to cover 2340 scanlines). To locate the
x coordinate of the window, each rectangle was divided
into 8 sections (approximately 100 pixels/section). jne
blocks in the grid do not appear square because the image
is slightly skewed due to collection geometry.
Software was written that would print a window at the
terminal after input of the following information, which
is prompted by the computer in the INFO and WIND programs:
DOES THIS WINDOW BEGIN WITH THE FIRST SCAN LINE ON THE
TAPE? (IN UPPER LEFT CORNER OF IMAGE) 1 FOR YES, 0 FOR
NO
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DEFINE UPPER LEFT CORNER OF WINDOW
INPUT Y COORDINATE AS INTEGER, 13
INPUT X COORDINATE AS INTEGER, 13, ODD
DO YOU WANT A PRINT OUT OF THE ORIGINAL WINDOW?
1 FOR YES, 0 FOR NO
INPUT LOWEST FIR/R RATIO, F5.0
INPUT CUT-OFF VALUE IN FIR BAND FOR WATER, F5.0
INPUT CUT-OFF IN RED BAND FOR MIXED PIXELS
ARE THE ABOVE INPUTS RIGHT? 1 FOR YES, 0 FOR NO
The INFO program (see Appendix B) was developed to
write the above variables into a data file, so they may
later be read during the execution of the WINDB1 program.
Initially, INFO was incorporated in WIND6 for printing small
windows (32 x 32 pixels or less) at the terminal, but due
to the time involved in printing a window of 100 x 100 pixels
it was necessary to run the job on batch. It is not possi
ble to input data from the terminal during a batch job, so
the INFO program was separated from WIND6, and INFO is
run before the batchjob to set the variables in a data file.
During the execution of BATCHRUN, WINDB1 reads the information
in DATAFILE, and prints the specified window. For a descrip
tion of how to run the INFO,WIND, AND BATCHRUN programs
concurrently, see Appendix B. A description of the orienta
tion of the output for the 100 x 100 pixel window is also .
contaihedTin Appendix B.
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The WIND program performs 4 main operations, it:
1 . Reads the data from each record into a buffer
and converts it to decimal.
2. Separates the data into 4 arrays; Green, Red,
Near IR and Far IR.
3. Performs the numerical analysis on the data.
4. Prints the original and filtered window.
To generate the final objective (the image containing
only pseudo invariant features), a Landsat tape and the
transparency produced from the tape were obtained from
CALSPAN Corporation, located in Buffalo, New York. The





which covers the majority of the state of Maine. A small
town of about 50 pixels in diameter was chosen as the focal
point for the analysis. This area was chosen because a
window containing the town would provide radiance values
for invariant elements, as well as water and forest which
comprised the surrounding environment. The location of
the town on the tape was found by using the grid overlay for
the image, and the tape was read to location 67, (approximately
6600 lines were copied and deleted). Two 100 x 100 byte win-.-
dows were printed, and the town v/as found to be centered
between 350<x<450. The spectral signatures of the ground
features then became important in the manipulation of the
data .
60.







Spectral signatures for variant
It can be seen from figure 5 that water has a low reflect
ance in all regions, and it is lowest in the Far IR. To
filter water from the original data in this image, a radiance
level cut-off point of 11 was chosen in the Far IR. The next
step was to use ratioing of the digital counts in different
bands to determine if the pixel was vegetation or a "mixed
pixel". Mixed pixels are those areas that do not have a high
enough percentage of a single element to be recognized as a
specific feature, (i.e. mixtures of water and vegetation,
water and invariant elements, or vegetation and invariant
elements). The above diagram shows that vegetation has a low
Red reflectance and a high IR reflectance. An area of dark
vegetation was located in the image and the same area was
found in the digital print out. To flag vegetation, the
lowest ratio of Far IR to Red that would categorize the data
as vegetation was determined, and an algorithm was used that
would flag any pixels equal to or above that ratio. The logic
table in figure 6 flowcharts the manipulation of the data in the
16
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The result of the WIND program is a window of digital
counts with water flagged as -1, vegetation flagged as 0,
mixed pixels flagged as 2, and the invariant elements left
unchanged. Three 32 x 32 pixel windows were combined,
man'
ually color coded, and compared to aerial photographs of
the tov/n to determine the accuracy of the process.
i 18
RESULTS
Figure 7 on the following page is a window in Band 4
(Green) of 32 pixels per side, covering most of the town.
Figure 8 is the same window after the data had been filtered.
In figure 7, it is not possible to separate the invariant
features from the variant features, which are well defined
in figure 8. To determine how well the filtered image
matched the original Landsat image, a slide of magnification
1 : 1 was made on H&W panchromatic film and projected at a
magnification of about 40X. By performing a visual compar
ison of the filtered print-out and the image, the two ap
peared to correlate very well. The general shape of the town
in the computer print was the same as in the Landsat
image, and the location and the shape of the bodies of
water were also correct. The resolution was not adequate
enough to be able to discern if the values classified as
PIFs were actually invariant features.
To further quantify the results, a road map of Maine
was checked, and the town was found to be Lincoln, Maine.
The University of Rochester's Geological Sciences Map Center
provided a 7\ quadrangle black and white aerial photograph
of the area that had been taken in October 1975, with a
scale of 1:24,000. An approximate point by point analysis
was done to compare the photograph with the digital output.
It was found that the filtration of the data worked well for
vegetation, water, and mixed
pixels. These areas all cor
related well with the image. The only noticeable discrepancy
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concerning variant elements was that area A on figure 2 was
entirely water on the aerial photograph. It is possible that
the area was somewhat dry when the Landsat image was made
in September, 1974, and showed up as mixed pixels bacause it
was comprised of both water and soil. The aerial photograph
was taken one year later, at which time the area may have
contained more water. In the October 1975 photograph, the
shape of the north end of the lake is well defined and
very symmetrical; it appears that there may be some type
of impoundment located in this area. If it is some type
of a dam, this may account for the
"swampy"
appearance of
the area in the digital print-out, as well as the body
of water in the aerial photograph.
The roadways leading south and southwest of the town
were shown as invariant features on the digital print. Ac
cording to the scale on the image, these roadways are about
50 meters wide. Approximately 75% of the roads were repro
duced as PIFs, the remaining 25% were flagged as either
mixed pixels or vegetation. This leads to the conclusion that
a pixel must contain at least 70% (50/80 m.) invariant
elements to be recognized as a PIF. Also, a small airport
to the southwest of the town was reproduced as a PIF.
A 15 x 15 pixel area around this airport was used to
quantify the accuracy of
the process. This area was chosen
because it contained vegetation, mixed pixels, water and
an uniquely shaped
area of PIFs. The filtered digital
20
output of this area is in figure 9 and a copy of the area
in the photograph is in figure 10. The runway is about 100
meters wide, and 1.2 km. long. In the digital print, 4 of
the 12 pixels that comprise the diagonal runway (R) are
labelled as mixed pixels. This may have been the result
of the fact that the runway is not parallel to the scanning
direction for Landsat. This may have produced pixels that
were part concrete or asphalt and part vegetation, even
though the runway is larger than the size of a pixel (80m.).
The terminal building is basically the same shape and is
in the same location as it is in the photograph, but 2 mixed
pixels have to be included to correct the shape in the
digital print. The stream and mixed pixels surrounding
it can be located to the northwest of the airport.
The software generated worked well for flagging veg
etation, water, mixed pixels, and invariant features, as
long as the element comprises 70% or more of the area in
the pixel. From the visual comparison of the town, to the
photograph, and the approximate
point by point analysis of
the airport area, it was concluded that about 80% of the
invariant features are printed as such. No cases of variant
features being printed as PIFs were found; but some in
variant elements were labelled as mixed pixels or vegeta
tion. The latter case occurred when the invariant element
was not large enough to fill about 70% of the pixel either
because it was too small, or it was not in the proper
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orientation relative to the direction of scan to fill a
pixel. By including mixed pixels in the classif icaiion
process it appears that there were few comission errors
in the variant pixels. The radiance values that were border
line were classified as a separate group, and this helped
to alleviate the possibility of these pixels being clas
sified as one of the other three types of ground features.
The errors committed in the classification of the invari
ant elements were errors of omission; few invariant pixels
were labelled as PIFs. Consequently, the effort was succ
cessful. It is more acceptable to have a limited number
of omission errors in the PIFs, than to have included
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Area covering majority of Lincoln, Maine without
filtration
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0 = vegetation, -1 = water, 2 = mixed
Figure 8

























32x32 pixel window in Band 4 after filtration
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDAT IONS
The software that was generated by this effort will
accomplish the objectives that were stated previously.
Landsat tapes may be read, windowed, and filtered to
create an image comprised of only pseudo invariant features.
In nearly all regions, the process worked very well to
categorize the data correctly.
To further analyze this process of filtering Landsat
imagery, the work would need to be performed in a more
general environment. This experimentation was performed
on one image and incorporated a very small portion of that
image. As was stated earlier, the digital radiance values
for the same .ground features will change with changes in
time of year or time of day. To determine the cut-off
points for the variant elements, each digital output must
be carefully compared to an image (such as an aerial photo
graph, or a Landsat generated transparency) that illustrates
the relative shape, size, and location of the ground fea
tures in the area of interest. This evaluation should
produce a correlation between changes in digital counts
in the computer print out , and specific ground features in
the image. The cut-off values for rejecting variant fea
tures may then be found by drawing isopleths on the digital
output that relate to the different features found in the
image .
27
If possible, any further programming should be done
on a system other than Sigma 9. Due to the large number
of users on the system, coupled with limited hours of oper
ation, it is often difficult to access an on-line terminal.
The processing time is also quite slow; the WIND6 program,
which prints the data in 4 arrays, may require up to an hour
to run. This creates problems if a number of outputs are
needed to determine the cut-off points to properly filter
the data.
Recomendations for future work would include a more
invloved evaluation of the variant elements. Some of the
pixels that were recognized as PIFs may have contained
enough invariant features to change slightly as the sea
sons change ( i . e . roadways ) . It may be possible to solve this
problem by using more elaborate methods of classification.
If two images of the same geographic area, taken at different
times of the year (midsummer and midwinter may be ideal)
could be accessed, the ^ data could be filtered using the
S3D-f tw-are used in this approach. The PIF pixels in roadways
(or any small area) and also those that border invariant
areas could be checked to determine any change in their
digital count. If a change does occur, if may be necessary
to use more precise algorythms to reject the invariant data.
Also, seasonal changes, such as a ground coverage of snow,
or water changing to ice in the winter may require some
attention. Both snow and ice will have very high digital
28
counts in the Far IR and they could probably be rejected
by including an additional classification algorithm that
tests the digital count of each pixel in the Far IR against
a specific value input by the user, to determine if the count
is greater than that value.
This thesis has provided the basic software needed to
process digital imagery at R.I.T., which may be used in the
future to process data contained on Landsat computer compat
ible tapes for any purpose; it need not be limited only to
the generation of the PIF.
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I. READING THE HEADER
The following command is used to read the header,
(ID and annotation record) from the tape:
!C filename TO ME(X)
This command will print the hexadecimal
data that is
in the file at the terminal. For a
complete description of
what each character represents,
see pages 14-17 in Gener
ation and Physical Characteristics
of the Landsat 1 and 2
MSS Computer Compatible tapes,
November 1975, Goddard
Space Flight Center.
II. WRITING DATA FROM
TAPE TO FILE
Below is a copy of the
card program used to read
past records on




















III. DEBLOCKING THE DATA
The following program is
used to deblock the
3296 byte








This program will print a window of a Landsat image
at the terminal of a maximum of 32 pixels per side. To
change the size of the window, the program must be edited
and the variable INDEX must be changed in line 62. Also,
the dimension statements in line 17 must be changed to the
required size of the window.. In line 171, the variables
28 and 1.5 may need to be changed to reject mixed pixels.
These values worked well for the image that was processed
in this work, but may not be correct for another image.




must be input as 3 digit integers ( such as
004 for line 4), and the cut-off points must be input in
the format f5.0. F5 . 0 is a floating point format which has
5 characters. As long as the decimal point is entered
it does not matter how many characters are before or after
it; (the field can not include more than 5 characters,
includ'
ing the decimal point).
Before running the program set the platen to 132 by
inputting the command;
1PLATEN 132













































THIS PROGRAM WILL PRINT A SQUARE WINDOW OF A LANDSAT




LEFT CORNER OF THE WINDOW. TO CHANGE THE SIZE OF THE
WINDOW. THE
'INDEX'
IN LINE 45 MUST BE CHANGED TO
THE REQUIRED SIZE. 'X' MUST BE INPUT AS AN ODD
NUMBER. THE LOWEST FIR/R RATIO* ALONG WITH THE CUT-OFF
VALUE IN THE FIR FOR WATER AND THE CUT-OFF VALUE IN
THE RED MUST BE INPUT TO FILTER THE DATA. ALL OF
THESE VALUES MUST BE INPUT IN 3 DIGIT INTEGERS.
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
REAL BUF(3296)
REAL G ( 32 * 32 ) * R ( 32 * 32 ) * NI R ( 32 * 32 ) * FI R ( 32 * 32 )









SCAN LINE ON THE TAPE? ( IN UPPER LEFT CORNER OF IMAGE
1'
<1 FOR YES* 0 FOR NO)')
READ( 108*5 >LINE1
FORMAT(Il)
IF < LINE! *EQ.O) GOTO 20
READ FIRST 2 RECORDS INTO DUMMY BUFFER



















































FORMAT ( IX*' DEFINE UPPER LEFT CORNER OF WINDOW'*/
WRITE( 108*21)
FORMATC INPUT Y COORDINATE AS INTEGER* 13')





INPUT X COORD I NATE AS INTEGER * 1 3 * ODD
'









(1 FOR YES * 0 FOR NO ) * 1 1
'
)
READ (108* 37) YON
FORMAT(Il)
IF ( YON. EG. 0) GOTO 20
INDEX IS EQUAL TO THE SIZE OF THE WINDOW (ON A SID
INDEX=32
READ PAST UNWANTED LINES OF DATA IN FILE
IF (Y .EG. 1) GOTO 46
DO 45 1=1* (Y~l)




DO 70 M=l* INDEX
H~l
CONVERT THE DATA TO DECIMAL REAL FORM AND READ IN
1 4 ARRAYS*G*R*NIR*FIR






88.000 DO 999 P=l3296

























DO YOU WANT A PRINT OUT OF THE ORIGINAL'*
113.000 1
'




117.000 85 FORMAT (3214)
118.000 C
119.000 C









125.000 DO 90 K=l* INDEX






130.000 DO 100 K=l* INDEX
131, 000 WRI TE (108 * 85 ) ( R ( H * K ) *






135.000 DO 110 K=l* INDEX






140.000 DO 120 K=l* INDEX






46.000 125 WRITE (108*130)
47.000 130 FORMATdX*' INPUT LOWEST FIR/R RATIO* F5.0')
48 .000 READ ( 108 * 150 ) FIRTOR
49.000 150 FORMAT(FS.O)
50.000 WRITE(108*140)
51.000 140 FORMATdX*' INPUT CUT-OFF VALUE FOR '*/*
52.000 1
'
FIR BAND FOR WATER *F5.0')
53.000 READ(108*160)WATER
54.000 160 FORMAT (F5.0)
55.000 WRITE(108*151)
56.000 151 FORMATdX*' INPUT CUT-OFF IN RED BAND FOR MIXED PIXELS')
57 . 000 READ ( 1 08 * 160 ) LOWRED
58.000 WRITE(108*165)
59.000 165 FORMATdX*' ARE THE ABOVE TWO INPUTS RIGHT??')
60.000 WRITE(108*166)
61.000 166 FORMATdX*' (1 FOR YES* 0 FOR NO)* II')




66.000 DO 180 K=l* INDEX
67.000 DO 170 H=l INDEX
68.000 IF(FIR(I-I*K) .LE . WATER) GOTO 400
69 . 000 RAT 10= ( FIR ( H * K ) ) / ( R ( H * K ) )
70.000 IF ( RAT 10. GE. FIRTOR) GOTO 300
71.000 IF( (FIR(H*K) .LE .28) . AND. ( RATIO. LE. 1 .5) )GOTO 500





























EOF HIT AFTER 200.
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APPENDIX B (Cont. )
11 ' INFO, BATCHRUN, and WINDB1 Programs
As mentioned in the report, INFO is merely the input
statements removed from WIND6, and WINDB1 is merely WIND6
without the input statements. This was necessary because
printing windows of 100 pixels on a side was not possible
at the terminal since it is unreasonably time consuming.
It is not possible to input variables from the terminal
during a batch job, so it was necessary to set the variables
in a data file; then run WINDB1 on batch. While running,
WINDB1 will read the variables out of DATA, and process the
data exactly as it is processed in WIND6.
Batchrun is used to tell the computer to batch the
job. It sets the input files, (i.e. DATA, WINDB1, and
inputfile) to the proper locations and provides informa
tion about the amount of time and core involved in running
the job. After running INFO, the user needs to edit BATCHRUN
to be sure it is set to the correct input file, then he
must type the command:
! BATCH BATCHRUN
The computer will respond with the ID number for the job.
OUTPUT:




XQ+ 25,YQ+100 V 25'Y0





This print out contains
the 4 arrays in the order;
Green, Red, Near IR,
Far IR, each beginning at the top of
a page. To
complete an entire 100x100 pixel window,
BATCH-
RUN must be run 4 times,
with
'Y'

























































THIS PROGRAM IN CONJUNCTION WITH
'WINDB1'
AND
'BATCHRUN'* WILL PRINT OUT A SQUARE WINDOW OF
A LANDSAT SCENE UPON INPUT OF THE X 8. Y COORDINATES
OF THE UPPER LEFT CORNER OF THE WINDOW. IT CAN PRINT
OUT A WINDOW OF UP TO 100 PIXELS PER SIDE





COORDINATES FOR THE SPECIFIC WINDOW INTO A DATA
FILE. 'WINDB1' WILL READ THE COORDINATES OUT OF
'DATAFILE'
AS IT RUNS ON BATCH. (IF THE WINDOW
IS LESS THAN 32 PIXELS PER SIDE THE OUTPUT MAY BE
PRINTED AT THE TERMINAL AND IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO
BATCH 'BATCHRUN'. BE SURE TO
"













IF YOU WANT TO FILTER THE DATA* THE LOWEST FIR/R
RATIO TO REJECT VEGETATION MUST BE KNOWN* AS WELL AS
THE CUT-OFF VALUE IN THE RED FOR MIXED PIXELS* AND
THE CUT-OFF VALUE IN THE FIR TO REJECT WATER. THE








SCAN LINE ON THE TAPE? ( IN UPPER LEFT CORNER OF IMAGE )
1'





















ARE ABOVE INPUTS RIGHT??')
WRITE (108* 35)
FORMATdX*'
(1 FOR YES*0 FOR NO)* II')
READ (108* 37) YON
FORMAT(Il)
IF ( YON. EQ.O) GOTO 20
WRITE (108*65)
FORMATdX*'
DO YOU WANT A PRINT OUT OF THE ORIGINAL'*/*
1
' WINDOW? (1 FOR YES* 0 FOR NO)')












































































DO YOU WANT TO FILTER THE DATA?'*/*
1
'
(1 FOR YES* 0 FOR NO)
'
)
READ (108 .69) FILTER
69 FORMAT(Il)
125 WRITE (108*130)
130 FORMATdX*' INPUT LOWEST















FOR MIXED PIXELS* F5.0








(1 FOR YES* 0 FOR NO)* II')















1.000 ! JOB account #*7R0SS.users nsine
2.000 (LIMIT (TIME*2) * (C0RE*20)
3.000 !SET MJSI/WINDB1
4.000 !SET F J 105/ input filename





-EOF HIT AFTER 8,
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WINDB1
1.000 C THIS PROGRAM WILL PRODUCE A 100X100 PIXEL WINDOW
2.000 C OF A LANDSAT SCENE WHEN RUN IN CONJUNCTION WITH
3.000 C 'INF01' AND 'BATCHRUN', THE COORDINATES OF THE
4.000 C WINDOW AND THE CUT-OFF VALUES FOR REJECTING PIXELS




9.000 IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
10.000 REAL BUF (3296)
11.000 REAL 6(100*25)* R( 100*25)* NIR( 100*25)* FIRd()0*25)
12.000 REAL WATER* FIRTOR* RATIO* LOWRED
13.000 DIMENSION I BUF (3296)
14.000 C
15 . 000 READ ( 101 * 2 ) LINE1 * Y X * ORWIND * FILTER * FIRTOR * WATER * LOWRED
16.000 WRITE(108*2)LINE1*Y*X*0RWIND*FILTER*FIRT0R*WATER*
17.000 1 LOWRED
18.000 2 FORMAT ( 514 *3F5.0 )
19.000 IF(D.EQ,0)GOTO 39
20.000 C
21.000 C READ THE FIRST 2 RECORDS INTO A DUMMY BUFFER
22.000 READ ( 105* 1 ) ( IBUF ( IX) * IX=1 *40 )









32.000 C INDEX EQUALS THE SIZE OF THE WINDOW
33.000 39 INDEX=100
34.000 IF (Y .EQ. 1) GOTO 46
35.000 C
36.000 C
37.000 C READ PAST UNWANTED LINES OF DATA IN FILE
38.000 C
39,000 DO 45 I=1<Y-1>









48.000 C ENTER DATA IN WINDOW INTO 4 ARRAYS*









































87.000 C PRINT THE ORIGINAL ARRAYS* STARTING WITH THE LAST
88.000 C Y VALUE* AND CONTINUING HORIZONTALLY ACROSS THE
89.000 C PAGE TO THE INPUT Y VALUE. (THE OUTPUT MUST BE TURN
90.000 C COUNTERCLOCKWISE TO BE VIEWED PROPERLY).
91.000 C
92.000 C
93.000 85 DO 25 K=l*4
94.000 WRITE (108*34)
95.000 DO 11 X=l*100
96.000 DO 22 Y=l*25
97.000 YY=(26-Y) + (25*(K-D)
98.000 BUF(Y)=G(X*YY)
99.000 22 CONTINUE
















114.000 DO 180 K=l* INDEX/4
115.000 DO 170 H=l* INDEX
116.000 IF(FIR(H*K).LE.WATER)GOTO 400
117. 000 RATIO= ( FIR ( H * K ) ) / ( R ( H * K ) )
118.000 IF ( RATIO.GE. FIRTOR) GOTO 300





































The following grid may be used to locate the area on
the tape that correlates to the area of interest on the
image. To make the grid into an overlay it may be copied
in an overhead copier. The 4 quadrants are sequential;
the top section in the second quadrant is location
2400-








Grid overlay used to
determine the number of
records to read past on the tape
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